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Abstract: This article presents the preparation of matrices from

two new families of fumaric copolymers and the effect of struc-

tural differences on their physicochemical and biological behavior.

Diisopropyl fumarate (DIPF) and poly(ethylene glycol) methyl

ether methacrylate (OEGMA) or N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM)

were copolymerized by conventional radical and RAFT polymeri-

zation to obtain lineal or start architectures, respectively. These

copolymers were characterized by spectroscopic (FTIR and 1H-

NMR) and chromatographic methods. The thermal stability was

studied by thermal gravimetric analysis, showing some differ-

ences in relation to the architecture and chemical nature of copol-

ymers. SEM morphological analysis demonstrated that the

surface of the matrices derived from OEGMA exhibited an irregu-

lar and rough surface, while DIPF–NIPAM copolymers presented

smooth surface with nearly no significant porosity. The matrix

obtained of both kinds of copolymers presented no cytotoxicity as

it was evaluated using a model of macrophages on culture. More-

over, cell growth was better on the surfaces of the DIPF–NIPAM

matrices, suggesting a good interaction with this matrix and its

potential application as matrices for tissue engineering. © 2018

Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Biomed Mater Res Part A: 107A: 195–203, 2019.
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INTRODUCTION

Functional copolymers could be defined as polymers incor-
porating into their structure functional groups give them
particular properties that make them useful for specific
applications. Thus, unsaturated conjugates aliphatic or aro-
matic structures, monomers carrying acidic, basic, zwitter-
ionic or photosensible chemical groups, and hydrophobic–
hydrophilic block combination are responsible for transport-
ing electrons in polymer semiconductors, stimuli-responsive
polymers, or antifouling and self-assembly structures of pre-
dictable size for different applications, respectively.1–4

Dialkyl fumarates (DRF) are 1,2-disubstituted ethylenic
monomers whose homo-polymerization behavior is charac-
terized by a slow kinetics of reaction due to a significant ste-
ric hindrance during the propagation step.5 However, DRF
with bulky substituents (isopropyl, tert-butyl, or cyclohexyl
groups) has high polymerization reactivity because of the
decrease in bimolecular termination rate between polymer

radicals bearing bulky substituents.6,7 In contrast, radical
copolymerization of DRF with electron-donating monomers
readily proceed; diisopropyl fumarate (DIPF) and styrene or
vinyl acetate produce copolymers with high tendency to the
alternation.8 On the other hand, dialkyl fumarates show low
reactivity toward electron-accepting monomers, such as
acrylates, methacrylates, or acrylonitrile. Despite their low
reactivity, some DRF-metha/acrylate copolymers have been
synthesized not only to clarify the monomer structure reac-
tivity and the polymer structure–property relationship of
these monomers but also for the potential applications that
derive from them.9–11

Very few examples of amphiphilic fumaric copolymers
appear in the literature. Berlinova et al. synthesized isopro-
pyl pentachlorophenylfumarate (PCPFA) and isopropyl succi-
nimido fumarate (SIFA), which were copolymerized with
styrene (St) or N-vinyl pyrrolidone (VP).12 Later, these
copolymers were transformed in amphiphilic graft
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copolymers by introduction of amino-functionalized
methoxypoly(oxyethylene) group. These copolymers pre-
sented a partially crystalline structure and good capacity to
form stable emulsions. Alternating copolymers of p-10-unde-
cenoyl-oxyphenyldimethylsulfonium methylsulfate (UPDS)
and DRFs with relatively high molecular weights were
obtained by Takahashi and coll.13 The UPDS monomer
behaves as polymerizable surfactants and its reactivity in
different solvents, as well as its thermal properties, were
studied.

For several years, we have been studying the potential
applications of fumaric homo- and copolymers in regenera-
tive medicine, due to their interesting properties. These
polymers are characterized by high thermal stability, solubil-
ity in common solvents of varied polarity, glass transition
temperature (Tg) values that can be regulated by the appro-
priated selection of comonomers and amorphous and trans-
parent solid structure with high tensile strength. These
characteristics have allowed us to design films, porous, or
nanostructured matrices.14–17 In addition, we demonstrated
that these matrices were able to support osteoblastic and
chondroblastic growth and were biodegradable by cellular
mechanisms, showing no evidence of cytotoxicity. Thus, our
previous results have proved that these biomaterials have
the suitable properties for bone or osteochondrogenic tissue
engineering applications.

In this work, we synthesized two families of functional
fumaric copolymers starting from diisopropyl fumarate
(DIPF) and poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether methacrylate
(OEGMA) or N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM). We are inter-
ested in amphiphilic copolymers with adequate properties
for potential biomedical applications.15,17 It is also our inter-
est to analyze the effect of the macromolecular architecture
on their thermal behavior (related to the processability con-
ditions of the materials) and on their biocompatibility. To
carry out this investigation we use two methodologies of
synthesis: conventional radical copolymerization which
allows us to obtain lineal copolymers and reversible
addition-fragmentation chain transfer (RAFT) polymerization
using a tetra-functional chain transfer agent (CTA) to obtain
start architecture. The effect of the architecture and the
chemical structure of the copolymers on their thermal stabil-
ity and surface morphologies are evinced through TGA anal-
ysis and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In addition,
we investigate the cytotoxicity and biocompatibility of these

materials. Thus, it is possible to investigate the effect of the
macromolecular architecture on the copolymer properties
which are closely related to their applications.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials
Diisopropyl fumarate (DIPF) monomer was prepared and
purified as previously described.18 Briefly, fumaric acid
(Biopack, Pure) and isopropanol (Sintorgan) were added to
toluene (Ciccarelli), in the ratio 1:2.65 together with a cata-
lytic amount of sulfuric acid (Merck, 95–97%) and the mix-
ture was refluxed for 22 h. The product was purified by
distillation under vacuum (yield 76%). Poly(ethylene glycol)
methyl ether methacrylate (OEGMA), average Mn 500 was
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Buenos Aires, Argentina) and
was purified by filtration through basic alumina prior to use.
N-isopropylacrylamide (NIPAM, 97%) was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (Buenos Aires, Argentina), which was recrys-
tallized from hexane. The chain transfer agent (CTA), pen-
taerythritoltetrakis (3-(S-benzyltrithio-carbonyl)propionate),
(1) was synthesized following the previously published pro-
cedure.19 Briefly, triethylamine (Sigma-Aldrich), pentaery-
thritol (Sigma-Aldrich), and carbon disulfide (Baker) were
added in a flask at room temperature. After 1 h reaction,
benzyl chloride (Sigma-Aldrich) was added dropwise. The
reaction was carried out during 2 h. Finally, the product was
purified by column chromatography using ethyl acetate:
petroleum ether (30:70 v/v) (yield 50%). 2,20-
Azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN) and benzoyl peroxide
(BP) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Buenos Aires,
Argentina) and used after recrystallization from methanol.
Toluene, hexane, chloroform, and other solvents were pur-
chased from Cicarelli and Anedra (PA) (Buenos Aires,
Argentina).

Copolymer synthesis
Radical copolymerization of DIPF with OEGMA or NIPAM
(FOL and FNL, respectively) was carried out in solution of
toluene (25% v/v) under microwave energy or thermal heat-
ing at 60�C, respectively, following a published procedure.20

In the first case, DIFP and OEGMA (75:25) together with the
solvent and the previously weighed mass of the initiator
(AIBN, 40 mM) were charged into a conical Pyrex flask of
25 mL, and then purged with N2 during 30 min. Then the
reaction vessel was irradiated at 140 W for 15 min using a
microwave oven (Zenith, ZVP-2819). In the second case,
DIPF and NIPAM (75:25) copolymerization was carried out
introducing both monomers and the solvent into a reaction
tube with a preweighed amount of initiator (AIBN, 40 mM).
The mixtures were degassed by three freeze–pump–thaw
cycles in a vacuum line system, then sealed and immersed
into a thermostat at 60�C. The reaction times were 2 or
4 days in the absence of light, for the conventional or RAFT
radical copolymerization, respectively.

RAFT copolymerization was carried out with the same
monomers composition (FOS and FNS), including a CTA as
component of initiator system, using the following molar

SCHEME 1. Molecular structure of the CTA used for the RAFT

polymerization.
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relationship: [M]/[CTA]/[AIBN]: 3042/2.3/1; here
[M] represent the total monomer molar concentration.

After reaching room temperature, the copolymers were
isolated by hexane addition and purified twice by
solubilization–precipitation (chloroform: hexane, 1:10).
Finally, the copolymers were dried at constant weight for
conversion (%C) estimation by gravimetry.

Copolymer characterization
1H NMR spectra of polymers were recorded with a Variam-
200 MHz (Mercury 200) at 35�C in CDCl3. Tetramethylsilane
(TMS) was used as an internal standard.

Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) of the copoly-
mer films deposited onto a sodium chloride (NaCl) window
were recorded on a Nicolet 380 FTIR (Thermo Electron Cor-
poration, Madison, WI) between 4000 to 400 cm−1 with a
resolution of 4 cm−1 and 32 accumulated scans. The EZOM-
NIC software (EZOMNIC 7.4.127, Thermo Fisher Scientific
Inc., Madison, WI) was used to analyze the spectra.

The molecular weight distribution and the average
molecular weights were determined by size exclusion chro-
matography (SEC), using a LKB-2249 instrument at 25�C. A
series of four μ-Styragel® columns—ranging in pore size 105,
104, 103, and 100 Å—was used with chloroform as an elu-
ent. The sample concentration was 4–5 mg/mL and the flow
rate was 0.5 mL/min. The polymer was detected by the car-
bonylic absorption of the ester group (5.75 μm), using an
infrared detector (Miram 1A Infrared Analyzer) and the cali-
bration was done with poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)
standards supplied by Polymer Laboratories and
Polysciences.

Thermogravimetric analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed in a TGA-
51 Shimadzu thermogravimetric analyzer. The temperature
range was 20�C–600�C, at 10�C min−1 heating rate,
40 mL/min nitrogen flux, and 2–7 mg mass sample.

Preparation of the matrices and characterization
To perform experiments with macrophage cells in culture,
matrices of copolymers were obtained by the solvent casting
methodology. Polymer solutions were prepared in chloro-
form (5% wt/wt) and the solvent evaporated at room tem-
perature in Teflon molds. Then the resulting films were
dried under vacuum until constant weight. The films were
sterilized by UV exposition for 2 h.21 The surfaces of the
matrices were coated with gold and their morphology was
examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Philips
505), with an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. The images were
analyzed by Soft Imaging System ADDAII.

RAW264.7 macrophages culture, incubations,
biocompatibility, and cytotoxicity studies
Murine macrophage RAW 264.7 cells were grown in DMEM
(Invitrogen, Buenos Aires, Argentina) containing 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS, Natacor, Argentina), 100 U/mL penicillin
and 100 mg/mL streptomycin at 37�C in a 5% CO2 atmo-
sphere. For the experiments, polymeric films were cut to

size, inserted in a 24-well plate and macrophages plated
on them.

The influence of the different materials on cell growth
was tested using the counting of cells after 24 h of cultures
on different films. For this purpose, after the culture period,
cells were washed with PBS, fixed with methanol, and
stained with Giemsa as we have previously described.22 Cells
per field were counted and the morphology of RAW264.7
cells cultured on the tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS) con-
trol wells and matrices was analyzed using a TS100 Eclipse
Nikon microscope and photographed with a CCD camera
with a 0.7× DXM Nikon lens. In addition, matrices were
seeded with macrophages for 24 h and analyzed for SEM.
For that purpose, matrices were fixed with 96% ethanol for
10 min at room temperature. After that, samples were dehy-
drated with graded ethanol series and finally dried at room
temperature and coated with gold. The samples were ana-
lyzed as described for matrix alone.

Likewise, the cytotoxicity was evaluated by the measure-
ment of nitric oxide (NO) in the culture media.15 RAW 264.7
cells were grown on matrices or tissue culture plate (control
condition), without or with 1 μg/mL LPS (positive control of
cytotoxicity), was cultured using 1% FBS-DMEM medium
without phenol red in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air
and 5% CO2 and incubated for 24 h. After this culture
period, the medium was salved to evaluate for NO produc-
tion by the Griess’ assay. Cells were fixed with methanol for
5 min and stained with Giemsa for 10 min. After the films
and monolayer were washed with top water, they were
photographed using a Nikon microscope with a 40× objec-
tive lens. Cells were counted using the Imagen J program
and results expressed as the number of cells/field.

Statistical analysis
Student’s t test was used for comparisons between the con-
trol and experimental groups. All results are expressed as
mean � SEM and represent at least three different experi-
ments performed in triplicate.

RESULTS

Copolymers synthesis and characterization
Copolymers of DIPF and OEGMA (FO) were synthesized by
conventional radical and RAFT polymerization to obtain lin-
eal (FOL) or start architectures (FOS), respectively. Figure 1A
shows the structure of the copolymers confirmed by FTIR
and 1H-NMR spectra. FTIR (thin film, FOL): (cm−1), 2942,
2872 (C–H), 1730 (C O), 1250, 1100 (CO–OR), 1110 (C–O).
In addition, FOS presented characteristic bands of aromatic
and thioesters groups (cm−1): 1600 (C C, Ar), 748, 706 (C–
H, Ar), 858 (C–S), 1293 (C S), which can be assigned to the
CTA structure. Figure 2A shows the NMR spectrum of FOL,
1H-NMR (DCl3C, δη, ppm): 0.86 (CH–(CH3)2); 1.03 (–C–CH3);
1.27 (–CH2– main chain); 1.88 (–CH< main chain); 3.39 (–O–
CH3); 3.50–3.65 (–O–CH2–CH2–O–); 4.09 (–CO–O–CH2–);
4.97 (–CH–(CH3)2), confirming the corresponding structure.
FOS

1H-NMR spectrum (data not shown) presented other
less relevant signals belonging to CTA structure: 2.75 (–CO–
CH2–); 3.28 (–CH2–S–); 3.40(C–CH2–O–); 6.80 (CH aromatic).
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Copolymers of DIPF and NIPAM were synthesized simi-
larly with lineal (FNL) or star architecture (FNS) and their
structure is presented in Figure 1B. FTIR (thin film, FNL):
(cm−1), 3432 (N–H), 2982, 2930 (C–H), 1729 (C O ester),
1644 (C O amide), 1230, 1167 (CO–OR), 1108 (C–O).
Figure 2B shows the NMR spectrum of FNL,

1H-NMR (DCl3C,
δη, ppm): 1.22 ((CH3)2); 1.81 (–CH2– main chain); 2.08 (–
CH< main chain); 4.01 (–NCH<); 4.96 (–CH–(CH3)2), con-
firming the corresponding structure. FNS

1H-NMR spectrum
(data not shown) presented other less relevant signals
belonging to CTA structure: 2.77 (–CO–CH2–); 3.42 (–CH2–
S–); 6.80 (CH aromatic).

The composition of star and linear FO copolymers was
estimated from the integral ratio of the peaks at 4.97 and
3.39 ppm corresponding to (–OCH<) of DIPF and (–OCH3) of
OEGMA, respectively, using Eq. 1.

F1 ¼ 3 I OCHð Þ
3I OCHð Þ+ 2I OCH3ð Þ ð1Þ

where F1 is the mole fraction of DIPF in the copolymer and
I(OCH) and I(OCH3) represent the 1H-NMR resonance peak
areas at 4.97 and 3.39 ppm, respectively.

The composition of star and linear FN copolymers was
estimated from the integral ratio of peaks at 4.96 and 4.02
corresponding to (–OCH<) of DIPF and (–NCH<) of NIPAM,
respectively, using Eq. 2.

F1 ¼ I OCHð Þ
I OCHð Þ + 2I NCHð Þ ð2Þ

where F1 is the mole fraction of DIPF in the copolymer and I
(OCH) and I(NCH) represent the 1H-NMR resonance peak
areas at 4.93 and 4.02 ppm, respectively.

Table I summarizes the mole fraction of DIPF in the feed
(f1), in the copolymer (F1), percentage of reaction conversion
(%C), and properties of the copolymers obtained. For the FO
system was observed that the reaction conversion of conven-
tional radical copolymerization (at the same reaction time) is
higher than RAFT conditions, as it was expected according
to the different polymerization mechanisms.19 In both cases,
the DIPF copolymer composition (F1) was low, in spite of
the high initial composition (f1), suggesting that this mono-
mer is consumed much more slowly than OEGMA during the
copolymerization reaction. The average molecular weights
(Mw) of the copolymers were similar in their magnitude but

FIGURE 1. Structure of synthesized copolymers: FO (A), FN (B), and the schematic representation of the RAFT-copolymers of four branched star

architecture (C).

FIGURE 2. 1H-NMR spectrum of each copolymer: FO (A) and FN (B).
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with high polydispersity, although somewhat lower under
RAFT conditions.

The FN copolymers exhibited a different behavior; under
similar reaction conversion, the DIPF composition in the
copolymer was close to 40 in both cases suggesting that the
preference of the growing macroradical toward the DIPF
monomer is higher than in the FO system. On the other hand,
the Mw of the copolymers prepared under RAFT conditions
were one order of magnitude lower than under conventional
conditions, but with better control of the reaction, which
was evident for the lowest PDI. For both types of copolymers
(FO and FN), the conventional radical polymerization seems
to be faster than the RAFT polymerization when they are
compared in reaction rate (2.6%, 0.93%, 0.01%, and
0.004%/min for FOL, FOS, FNL, and FNS, respectively).

Thermal properties
The thermal stability analysis of copolymers with different
architecture was assessed by TGA under nitrogen atmo-
sphere; their decomposition curves are depicted in
Figure 3A,B. FO copolymers seemed to decompose in a two-
stage process and showed higher initial decomposition tem-
peratures (IDT, Table II) than PDIPF and POEGMA homopol-
ymers. The onset degradation temperature for PDIPF and
POEGMA, to be 250�C and 210�C, respectively.20,23 The first
step of decomposition could be ascribed to the PEG’s side
chains lost, as it was observed for other structurally related
copolymers.24 The last major decomposition step with a
higher experimental loss of mass, at a maximum tempera-
ture value of 373�C for linear polymers (FOL) and 338�C for

branched polymers (FOS), could be attributed to the random
main chain scission.

Similarly, the FN copolymers exhibited a two-stage ther-
mal decomposition [Fig. 3(B)] with an intermediate IDT at
the IDT of the corresponding homopolymers; 250�C and
350�C for PDIPF and PNIPAM, respectively.25 The thermo-
gram of FNS shows a first degradation event up to 150�C,
which could correspond to residual solvents or environment
water adsorbed. No significant differences were observed
between the maximum decomposition temperatures (Tmax1

and Tmax2) of both copolymers (FNS and FNL).

Matrix characterization
The morphological characteristics of matrices prepared from
FO and FN copolymers were analyzed through SEM images
(Fig. 4). As can be seen in Figure 4A,B, FO matrices exhibited
an irregular and rough surface. In contrast, FN matrices pre-
sented smooth surface with nearly no significant porosity
[Fig. 4(C,D)]. In both cases, very small differences were
observed in relation to the architecture of the copolymers,
being the surface of the matrices from linear copolymers
somewhat rougher.

Biocompatibility and cytotoxicity study
The growth and possible cytotoxicity of the films were evalu-
ated using the cell morphology, cell number counting, and
NO production of raw macrophages growing on different
films or standard tissue culture plates as control. Cells grow-
ing on TCPS [Fig. 5(A)] showed a round aspect with few
extensions and a well-stained central nucleus. As we have

TABLE I. Characteristics of the Synthesized Copolymers

Sample Initiator Condition Time h f1
a F1 %C Mw (kg/mol) PDI

FOL AIBN MW 0.25 75 13 39 113.5 8.0

FOS CTA/AIBN MW 0.25 75 6 14 154.5 4.2

FNL AIBN Thermal 48 75 39 30 486.0 7.0

FNS CTA/AIBN Thermal 96 75 36 22 17.2 2.9

Microwave condition (MW): 140 W; thermal condition: 60�C. [M]/[CTA]/[AIBN]: 3042/2.3/1 for RAFT polymerization or [AIBN] = 40 mM for conven-

tional radical copolymerization.
aDIPF feed composition.

FIGURE 3. (A) TGA (—) and DTG (---) curves for FOL (black) and FOS (gray); (B) TGA (—) and DTG (---) for FNL (black) and FNS (gray).
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previously reported, when these cells are exposed to lipo-
polysaccharide (LPS) as a positive control of cytotoxicity,
they show a cytoplasm with several extensions, suggesting
activation of the macrophages.15 In the presence of LPS, a
clear cytotoxic effect was observed, cells shown a stellated
aspect, shrinkage, and several cytoplasm extensions [Fig. 5(B)].
Cells growing on FO films showed a round or fibroblastic in
form with one or two extensions, although small numbers of
cells seem to proliferate on this kind of matrix. Not many dif-
ferences were observed between FOL [Fig. 5(C)] and FOs
[Fig. 5(D)] films; beside, on the last one, cells grew mainly in
clams instead of in an isolated way. On the other hand, cells
on FNL film [Fig. 5(E)] showed a round aspect similarly to
the control monolayer, with few extension and no signs of
cytotoxicity. In addition, macrophages on FNs film [Fig. 5(F)]
also showed a normal aspect, although they seem to be more
rounded with no cellular processes.

Table III shows that the NO production was similar when
cells had been grown on TCPS control wells or into either of
the different films. In addition, cells respond to the toxic

agent LPS by increasing the NO production into the condi-
tioned media after 24 h of culture.

In addition, we observed the morphology of raw macro-
phages growing on the surfaces of start matrices of FO or FN
by SEM (Fig. 6). No differences were observed in relation to
the architecture of the starting copolymers (data no shown).
It can be seen that cells grew on the matrix and interacted
with them, although more cells appeared on the FNs films.

DISCUSSION

In previous studies, we demonstrated that homo- and copo-
lymerization of DIPF under microwave energy exhibited a
significant enhancement of the reaction rate in comparison
with thermal polymerization conditions.10,18,20 In this study,
we prepared new amphiphilic copolymers starting to DIPF
and OEGMA monomers using the same methodology. The
results shown that the FO copolymer contains low propor-
tion of DIPF monomer, in spite of the high initial composi-
tion of its comonomer. Under similar reaction conditions, FN
copolymers showed a highest content of DIPF into the mac-
rostructure, which indicates a greater reactivity of the propa-
gating macroradical toward this comonomer. These results
agree to the previously observed for other copolymerization
reactions between dialkyl fumarates and acrylic or
methacrylic monomers.8–10

The study of the thermal properties of polymers that are
designated to use in medical applications is important given
that they must be able to withstand processing and steriliza-
tion. The main methods for manufacturing medical devices,

TABLE II. TGA Data of Fumaric Copolymers

Sample F1 IDT Tmax1
a Tmax2

a

FOL 13 271 332 (13) 373(34)

FOS 8 238 293 (22) 338 (74)

FNL 39 267 320 (27) 388 (71.5)

FNS 36 244 321.5 (34) 388.5 (73.5)

aValue in parentheses indicates the percentage of total mass lost (%)

up to the stated temperature (�C).

FIGURE 4. SEM images of surfaces of matrices prepared of copolymers: (A) FOL, (B) FOS, (C) FNL, and (D) FNS.
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such as melt pressing, and commonly used sterilization tech-
niques, are all heat- or moisture-related.26 Also during these
processing the materials should not form toxic or harmful
products for the human body.27 Thus, the thermal studies of
FO and FN copolymers were carried out. The thermal stabil-
ity of FO copolymers was different regarding its architecture.
The lowest IDT and maximum decomposition temperatures
(Tmax1 and Tmax2) of FOS in comparison to FOL could be
attributed to the weakness of thioester bonds that are pre-
sent into the branched structure of this copolymer. These

results suggest that the branched star copolymer is ther-
mally less stable than the linear copolymer of the same
chemical nature. On the other hand, FN copolymers did not
shown differences in the thermal stability in relation to its
architecture. In both cases (FNS and FNL), two thermal
events were observed, the first of one could be attributed to
the loss of the lateral group by cleavage reaction of the pen-
dent group, as was previously demonstrated for other struc-
turally related fumaric copolymers.20 Previous studies on
polyacrylamide and its copolymers with methyl methacrylate
demonstrated that below 340�C, the main degradation prod-
ucts are ammonia and methanol which evolve through the
cyclic imide formation.28 In fact, in our work a similar degra-
dation mechanism should be considered, due to a similar
thermal degradation mechanism that was proved for poly(N-
alkyl acrylamide).25 Finally, at higher temperatures, the scis-
sion of the main chain will occur.

It is known that the chemical nature of the materials as
much as the surface characteristic of the matrices can modify
significantly the biomaterial–cell interaction, which is a key
factor for the cell adhesion and proliferation process.29,30 In
our systems, the matrices did not show significant differ-
ences in relation to the architecture of the copolymers,

FIGURE 5. Raw macrophages were grown on 1% FBS-DMEM without phenol red on TCPS control (A), control plus 1 μg/mL LPS (B), FOL (C), FOS

(D), FNL (E), or FNS film (F) during 24 h. Cells stained with Giemsa were photographed and counted. Objective lens: 40×.

TABLE III. NO Production and Proliferation Assay of Raw

Macrophages Growing on TCPS Control or Fumaric

Copolymers Matrices

Matrix NO [nmol mL−1] Cell number/field

TCPS (control) 1.07 � 0.08 123 � 21

TCPS + LPS 4.23 � 0.33 22 � 3

FOL film 0.81 � 0.08 26 � 3

FOS film 1.16 � 0.04 30 � 7

FNL film 1.03 � 0.06 142 � 11

FNS film 0.95 � 0.04 120 � 9

Values are expressed as mean � SEM (n = 6).

FIGURE 6. SEM image of raw macrophages growing on (A) FOS or (B) FNS surface of matrices.
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suggesting that this macromolecular characteristic does not
affect in an important way the superficial morphology.

Previously it has been shown that macrophages are a
very sensitive culture model to evaluate possible in vitro
inflammatory responses to a material with potential applica-
tions in tissue engineering.22,31,32 The counting of cells that
proliferate on films after 24 h agrees with the observation of
cells by microscopy. Few cells proliferate on FO films, sug-
gesting a poor interaction with these matrixes. On the other
hand, when cells were plated into a FN films, cells attached
and proliferated adequately, showing a good interaction with
the matrices after 24 h of culture. No significant differences
were observed in the NO production and cells number in
relation to the architecture of the copolymers (start and lin-
ear structure), suggesting no cytotoxicity under the present
conditions. The results suggest that the biocompatibility of
macrophages with the different films could be attributed to
the chemical nature of the copolymer but not to their macro-
molecular architecture.

CONCLUSIONS

Two families of functional fumaric copolymers were synthe-
tized by conventional or RAFT radical polymerization to
obtain linear or start architectures, respectively. These
copolymers were identified and characterized by spectro-
scopic and chromatographic methods revealing their struc-
tural differences. The TGA analysis demonstrated that the
branched star copolymer (FOS) is thermally less stable than
the linear copolymer (FOL); while no significant differences
were observed between the maximum decomposition tem-
peratures of FNS and FNL. The surface morphological charac-
teristics of matrices prepared from FO copolymers were
more irregular and rough than those of FN copolymers, with-
out significant differences in relation to the architecture of
the polymer from which they derive. Finally, the biocompati-
bility and cytotoxicity studies revealed that none of the
materials obtained exhibit cytotoxicity, although the raw
macrophage cells grew better on the matrices prepared by
casting the FN copolymers, indicating a better interaction of
these cells with the surface of material.
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